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1885. Q o m im .N c im  Baycbji v. P d ndim m g  Vdsudev^'^K In tliat case,

~  Govinda  the circumstauces of which were, to some extent^ similar to those
BabAji of the present case, this Court refused to exercise its extra-

Naiku JoTi, ordinary jurisdiction on behalf of the plaintiff, as, having regard
to t̂ ie close relationship existing between the defendants in the 
first b̂ ît and the plaintiff in the second, the Court was of opin
ion thai  ̂ in all probability, an inquiry into the merits of the 
second suit would not really result in a decision in the plaintiff’s 
favour. But no such relationship exists between the defendants 
in the former proceedings, in which the present defendant was 
the plaintiff, and the plaintiff in the present case ; and, on such 
material as there is before us, it is impossible for us to form any 
opinion as to the probable success of the present suit, if it were 
now inquired into on its merits. We reverse the order of the 
Mamlatdar, and direct that the case be heard. Costs to follow 
the final decision.

Order reversed,
(1) I, L. R ., 9 Bom. 97
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Bindu law—Adoption of a married asagotra Brdhraan— Validity of such adoption
-^Fackini valet.

The adoption of a married asagotra Brdhman is not prohibited by tlie Hindu 
law in force in the Presicleiioy of Bombay. The circumstance that there was 
a person better qualified tlian the adoptee would not by itself render such adop
tion invalid, or prevent the principle of factum valet from applying. Where a rule 
is in effect directory only, an adoption contrary to it, however blameable, is 
jievei'theless, to every legal purpose, good.

' This was a second appeal from the decision of M. Baker, 
District Judge of Dliulia.

The plaintiff  ̂ who was the adopted son of one Anpurnd,baij 
sued the defendant upon a lease alleged to have been executed 
by the defendant to the adoptive mother of the plaintiff, on the 

* Second Appeal, No, 286 of 1883,



8t]i January, 1877jancl sought to recover from tlie defendant the
iand in dispute. D h a r m a

D a g 0

The defendant denied the execution of the lease, and̂  among- 
other things  ̂ impeached the fact and validity of the plaintiff’s C h ih n a j i . 

adoption. He contested the validity of the^adoption on ifivo 
gToiindSj vk., that the j^laintiff was an orphan at the of 
adoption  ̂ and̂  secondlyj that the plaintiff -was not a sagotra 
of the adoptive parent  ̂ and >vas a married man̂  having children 
at the date of his adoption.

The Subordinate Judge of Nandurhar, in the Kliandesli Dis
trict, found the lease to be genuine, overruled the defendants 
objections, and awarded the piaintifi‘’s claim.

The defendant appealed to the District Judge of Dliulia, who 
confirmed the lower Court’s decree.

The defendant preferred a second appeal to the High Court.

Gcmesh Rdmchaudm Kirloshar for the appellant.—The plaintiff 
being a married m£in, having children at the date of the 
alleged adoption, was not eligible for adoption. The adoption 
of an ft.setgotra married Brahman, as the plaintiff was, is invalid.
In the case of Lahslimcqypa v. such adoption wa.s
questioned. Such m  adoption is not good, for by Hiuclu law 
certain religiou.s ceremonies are essential to the affiliation of a boy, > 
and marriage is the last of these. Aftermarriagethe.se ceremo
nies cannot be performed in the adoptive family. A  Br^man,' 
whose lipanaymia ceremony has been performed already, is not a 
fit object of adoption—see P. Yenhatemiyci v. enliCitaGkdfU%
A  passage in Kalikapur^in says that a boy whose thread cere- 
iiiony lias been already performed cannot be adopted, much less 
so can o n e  w h o  is marriedr-see Mayukh, ch. iv, sec. 5, pi. 20 ;
Strange’s Hindu " Law, Vol. II, p. 231; Steel, pp. 43, U , 182.
I f  the adopter and the Moptec belong to different ffolra.9, the 
marriage of the adox̂ tee is a bar to hi.s adoption—I Borrodaile, 
p. 195; Macn. Hindu Law, Vol. I, p. 75 ; CoweH’s Lectures, p, 3S9 ;
BtrangVs Hindu Law, Vol. 11̂  pp.-03̂  85 and 130.

(1) 12Bom. H. 0, Rep., p. 364. (̂ ) 3 Mad, H. 0, Rep,, 28,
B 1141—5
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1885. Ddji Abdji Ehare lov the respondent.—The express prohU,
Dhauma hition of a married person for the purpose of adoption is prevalent 

and binding in the Presidency of Madras, and is based on Dattaka 
Mimdnsa and Dattaka Chandrika^ which are not the paramount 
authorities in the Bombay Presidency—see West and Blihler^ 
p. 103̂  The ease of Lakslvmdppa v. Iidjmdvâ '̂> is an authority for 
the adoption of a married Brahman ; Vyavahdr Mayukh sanctions 
such an adoption—see Stokes’ Hindu Law Books, p. 64; Steel, 
p. 44j ed. of 1868. Adoption of a married man of whatever age 
is not expressly prohibited hy Mitakshara, In this case the maxim 
fadivm valet applies.

B ir d w o o d , J .—The principal question raised by this appeal  ̂and 
the only one argued before uSj has reference to the validity of 
the plaintiff’s adoption by the deceased Anpurnabai, which has 
been called in question on the ground that he and Anpurniibai 
were Brahmans, belonging to different gotras, and that, at the 
time when he was adopted by her, in 1877, he was a married 
man, with children. It is contended that, among Brahmans, such 
an adoption is illegal, and that the plaintiff cannot be helped by 

mdsim. fcictmn valet

The question has been decided by both the Courts below in 
the plaintiff^s favour. So far as we are aware, the same question 
has not been decided, in any previous case, by this Court. In 

'Saddshiv Moveshvar v. Hari Moreshvar it was raised, but 
not considered, as the Court was of opinion that the defend
ant Sadashiv was estopped by his conduct from disputing 
the plaintifi' ŝ adoption. In Ndthciji Erishndji v, Ha7'i Jagojî '̂> 
the Court had previously held that the adoption of a married 
Sudra was not invalid, if he was a sagotra of the person adopting. 
In that case, the adoption was objected to on the strength of 
a passage in the Dattaka Chandrika (See. II, §29), which lays 
down that adoption must be performed previously to investiture 
in the case of persons of a regenerate tribe, and previously to 
marriage in the case of Sudras. That doctrine was affirmed, as 
regards Brdhmans, by the Madras High Court in P. Venlcatesaiya 
v. i¥. VenkaU Chdrlu but was not adopted, as regards Sudras,

0) 12 Bom. H. 0. Eep,, p. 364. (3) 8 Bom. H. C. Eep., A. C. J., 67.
(5) l l  Bom. H. 0. Rep., 190. (̂ ) 3 Mad, H. C, Eep., 28,
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în Ndt}idji^s c&se, in whicli, after referring to the passage on the 1SS5.
subject in the Mayukh (Chapter IV, Sec. V, §§ 19, 20), and to Bhakma
the important decision in the MaJidrdj case*̂ ^̂ , and to Ei'tje 
Vyanliatrdv A. Nimhdlkar v, Jaijavantrdv^-  ̂ Melvill, remarked 
that^independently of Hindu law/’ there was sufficient authori
ty  for holding that adoptions of married persons having |imilie.s 

are, in the Deccan, recognized by the custom of the ccTuntiy,

In LahsJimdjjjjd v. I\dmdvâ )̂ the Court held that the adoption 
even of an asagotra married Sudra was not invalid by Hindu 
law as administered in We>stern India; but, having regard 
to the circumstance that, in the Malidrdj casê ^̂ j reported in 
I Borr., p. 181, the adoption held to be valid was that of a Brahman, 
who was & sagotm of the adoptive mother, the Court was careful 
to express no opinion on the question whether the adoption of 
an asagotra married man of any of the three twice-born classes 
would be valid or otherwise. The judgment in 
casê ^̂  ̂ however, distinctly upholds the doctrine that, whether 
among Sudras or Brahmans  ̂ an adoption is not invalid merely 
because the adopted son is married  ̂ although, no doubt, among 
Brahmans, if a boy eligible in other respects can be obtained, 
upon whom the chiiddkirma &nd ujmnagana ceTmwnies h&vQ 
not been performed in his natural family, 'Vhe is to he preferred 
for adoption to one upon whom they have been performed;” |t 
always being understood, however, that ceremonies can be an* 
nulled if this rule is broken, and that an adoption, contrary to the 
rule, is not, therefore, invalid.'̂ '’ “'I f marriage,” observes Nana- 
bhai Haridas, J , , ‘‘ because incapable of aimulment, disqualifies 
a Sudra for adoption, it must equally, on that ground, disqualify 
a Brahman for that purpose. Biit we fail to find it mentioned 
as a disqualifying cause either by Manu, Kulluka Bhatta, Tdj- 
navalkya or Vijnaneshvara, or by any of the other authorities of 
weight in this Presidency. On the contrary, we find the Bhariaa

(1) 1 Bon'., 181. (2) 4 Bom, H. G, R<^.,A. 0 . J. , 191.
(3) 12 Boni, H ;C . Eep,:, 364 :;V ' ; f

* A'̂ oie.— The authors of the Digest of Hindu Law express a doubt whether t ie  
license to aninil the tonsitre ami investiture ouglit to be recognized in Bomljay,
The Shilstris apjiear to be generally oposed to it, althouglij in Lakshmdjjpd's ease, 
it was looked on with fa’voiu'. See West aiul Biilifej SM eel., 930,
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1S85. Sindliu, the Sanskdra Kaustu'bha, and the Vyavahara Mayukhax
DHA-RMi distinctly recognizing the adoption of a married man, the latter

even going a step beyond the other two  ̂ and laying it down that 
a married man, who has even had a son born, may become an 
adapted son ; and, accordingly, in the case of Shri Brijbhuhunji 
Mahdrdj v. Shri Gookoolootsavji 31ahdrdj^^\ the adoption of a 
married Brahman of the age of forty-five and having a family 
was considered a good adoption. The argument, therefore, based 
upon the assumed invalidity of a married Brahman’s adoption 
falls to the ground.”

This exposition of the law simplifies materially the question 
for consideration in the present case. It is only necessary for 
us now to decide whether a Brahman, who is married, and is, 
therefore, already regenerate, can be translated by adoption into 
a new gotra, in which he can perform ceremonies which will j  
have the effect of annulling those performed in his natural - 
family. The answer to this question must depend on the con
struction to be put on the passage in the Mayukha, referred to 
in the judgments of this Court in the cases of Ndthdji Erishndji 
V .  Ilari Jagoji and LaJishmdppd v. Rdmdva for the authority 
of Nilkantha, “ especially when not opposed to Vijnaneshwara’s, 
is supreme in this Presidency.” See Laltshndppd v. Rdmdvd' '̂ ;̂ 
also Ndrdyan Bdbdji et al v. Ndnd Manohar et al The only 
difficulty in dealing with the question seems to arise from the 
quotation by Nilkantha, with his own explanation, of it, of a 
text from the Kalika Purana adverse to the adoption of a son.,.-' 
whose ceremonies up to tonsure have been performed with the 
goira or family name of his father, or who ia given after his fifth 
year. Nilkantha explains that this text relates to those belong
ing to different gotras or families.” But it does not, we think, 
follow that, because he explains the text, and comments on it, he, 
therefore, adopts it. No doubt, in the Mahdrdj case the Shastris 
seem to have accepted the text, with its explanation, us a correct 
statement of the law. Their answer to the sixth question put to

(1) 1 Borr., 181. (i) 12 Bom. H. C. Kep„ at p, 371.
(2) 8 Bom. H. C. Eep., A. C. J., 67. 7 Bom. H. 0. Kep., A. C. J., 153,
(8) 12 Bom. H. C. Rep., 364. («) 1 Borr., 181.
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t̂ :xein5 so far as it has a bearing on the present casê  was in these 8̂85.
teruLs :— It is also stated that a boy under five years of age DhakmI
should be adopted, in order that he may be brought up in the 'i..'
religious tenets of his adoptive father. This relates to cases 
where no relationship subsists ; but when a relation is to be-ad
opted, no obstacle exists on account of his heing of matui’6' age, 
married, and having a family, provided he possess common ability, 
and is beloved by the person who adopts him ” This is clearly 
an amplification of the comment of Nilkautha on the text of the 
Kalika Purana. So far as it implies that the adoption of a boy 
over five years of age, who is not a relation of the adoptive father 
isillegalj it seems to be opposed to the remark of Nilkantha that 

much reliance is not to he placed ” on the passage in l^alika 
Pui’iina, which is the authority for the proposition. It is expressly 
stated in the Mayukha, that tho passage “ is not to be found in 
two or three copies of Kalika Purana.” Aud Rav Saheb Y . N.
Mandlik adds, in a note to his edition of the Mayukha, that the 
Sanskara Kaustubha similarly does not recognize it as genuine.
Its genuineness is not only questioned by IS îlkantha, butj as 
remarked in Lakshmulpixi v , . BiUiuiva has been ■*'denied by;
Devanda Bhatta (Dattaka Chandrika^ Sec. II, 25), and ^justly 
denied,’ according to Sutherland.” W g hold with the learned Sub
ordinate Judge, whose opinion was concurred in by the District 
Judge,, that Nilkantha never intended to adopt the doctrine of 
the Kalika Purana ; but that, after stating and explaining the text 
 ̂quoted by him, he really adhered to the rule, broadly laid down 
by him, at the beginning of the passage iu Chapter lY , Section Y :
“ Aceording to my venerable father, even one married and the 
father of a male issue is fit for adoption. And tliis is proper ,̂ 
since there is nothing opposed to i t ” (Mandlik’s Yyavahata 
Mayukha, Translation, p. 58). There is nothing in the whole 
passage/ as we read it̂  to restrict the appliation of this rule to 
sagotras. Nor has any text been pointed out to us in the Mit̂ Ck- 
shara which modifies the rule. It appears, also from Steele’s 
Law and Customs of Hindu Castes that the Poona Shastris do 
not recognize the necessity that adoption should precede mnuj 
and marriage.” The reason given is that the passage/^ so inter- 

(1)1 Borr., 217, eel. of 1S62. © 12 Bom. H. C. Kep., at p.372.
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preting the Jaw is said by the author of' the Mayukha to be .an 
Dharma interpolation’̂ . In the third edition of the Digest of Hindu'

'vl Law, two answers of Shastris are referred to. In one, the adoption
 ̂Erahman, of a boy of a different gotra, whose munj had 

bfeen performed  ̂ was pronounced quite legal and effectual. In 
the Vther, an instance of such an adoption, said to be given in 
the Veda, was relied on̂ -̂  We must hold, therefore, that the 
adoption of a married asagotra Brahman is not prohibited by 
the Hindu law in force in this Presidency ; though, as we observed 
before, (relying on the judgment in LaJisJvmdijpd. v. Rdmdvc^)^
“  there is authority for saying that if a boy eligible in other re
spects can be obtained, upon •whom ” the chuddliarma and upana- 
yana ^'ceremonies have not been performed in his natural family, 
he is to be preferred for adoption to one upon whom they have 
been performed.”

Such being the state of the law, we must hold that, even /if 
there was any person who ought to have been preferred for 
adoption to plaintiff, and as to that point we have no information^ 
still the plaintiff' would be helped by the maxim/aciatm raZej!'; 
for an adoption, contrary to the rule, would not on that ground 
be invalid; and the ceremonies could be anulled^^  ̂ The rule 
is, in effect̂  directory onl}̂ , and an adoption, contrary to it, “'how
ever blameable in the giver, would, nevertheless, to every legal 
purpose, be good”^̂ l In lidje Yyankatrdv A. Nivihdlhar v. Jaya- 
vantvd/ô '̂  it was remarked by Gibbs, J., that “ the rulings of this 
Court, as shown from 2 Borr., p. 68 downwards, as also of thej 
Calcutta Courts, have been that an adoption ouce made caffiiot 
be set aside. If the adopted be not a proper person, the sin lies 
on the giver and receiver alone : but the adoption must stand.” 
In LaksJimdppd v. Rdmdvâ *''̂  restriction was placed on tile 
operation of the maxim factum valet in cases of adoption. It 
was there said by Westropp, C.J., that '4ts application must be 
limited to cases in which there is neither want of authority to give 
or to accept, nor imperative interdiction of adoption. In cases in 
which the Shastra is merely directory, or only points out par-

(1) Steele’s L. and 0 ., 44. (0  1 Sir T, Strange, 87.
(̂ ) Wes3t and Biihler, p. 1063. (5) 4 Eoin. H. 0 . Rep., p. 191, A .C .J .
(s) 12 Bom. H. 0 . liep ., a t p. 3/0, ('i) 12 Bom, H. C. Kep., a t p, 398^
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titular persons as more eligible for adoption than ofclierS; the ^̂ 85.
’liiaxim may he usefully and properly applied,, if the precept or DharmI
recommended preference he disregarded."’ This view was held v.
in Gopdl Nivrhar 8 a f r a y  v. Hanmant GctnesJP-') to be in com- 
pleto accordance with Srimati Uvid Devi  v, Gookoolammd Dds 

in which the Privy Gonncil upheld the ad9,Tftion 
of a remote relative^ not a sap inda  of the adoptive father, in 
disregard of the preferential claim of the son of a brother of the 
whole blood. After referring to Sir Thomas Strange’s state
ment, that the result of all the authorities \vas that the se
lection is finally a matter of Gouseience and discretion with the 
adopter, not of absolute prescription  ̂ rendering invalid an 
adoption of one not being precisely him who, upon spiritual con
siderations, ought to have been preferred, ’̂ and to Sir William 
Macnaghten’s statement, that “ the injunction to adopt one’s own 
sap inda  (a brother^s sou is the first) and, failing them, to adopt 
out of one’s own is not essential, so as to invalidate the 
adoption  ̂ in the event of a departnre from the rnle,” their Lord
ships of the Privy Council felt “'that it would be highly objeC” 
tionable on any but the strongest gromids to subject the natives 
of India in this matter to a rule more stringent than that enun
ciated by such text writers as Sir William Macnaghten and 
Sir Thomas Strange. Their treatises have long been treated as 
of high authority by the Courts of India  ̂ and to overrule the 

■propositions in question might disturb manytitles^’'̂'̂ -̂ Whether 
these observations touch the case of an imperative prohibition or 
not, they certainly have an application to the adoption which 
has been called in question in the present case.

We confirm the decrees of the Courts below, with costs.

Decree coiifirmecl.
(1) I. L. E,, 3 Bom., 273. (-2) L. R,, 5 I  A., 40.

: (3) L. R., 5 I. A., 54. :
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